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The binary neutron star merger GW170817 was the first multi-messenger event observed in
both gravitational and electromagnetic waves.1, 2 The electromagnetic signal began ∼ 2 sec-
onds post-merger with a weak, short burst of gamma-rays,3 which was followed over the next
hours and days by the ultraviolet, optical and near-infrared emission from a radioactively-
powered kilonova.4–11 Later, non-thermal rising X-ray and radio emission was observed.12, 13
The low luminosity of the gamma-rays and the rising non-thermal flux from the source at
late times could indicate that we are outside the opening angle of the beamed relativistic jet.
Alternatively, the emission could be arising from a cocoon of material formed from the inter-
action between a jet and the merger ejecta.13–15 Here we present late-time optical detections
and deep near-infrared limits on the emission from GW170817 at 110 days post-merger. Our
new observations are at odds with expectations of late-time emission from kilonova mod-
els, being too bright and blue.16, 17 Instead, the emission arises from the interaction between
the relativistic ejecta of GW170817 and the interstellar medium. We show that this emis-
sion matches the expectations of a Gaussian structured relativistic jet, which would have
launched a high luminosity short GRB to an aligned observer. However, other jet structure
or cocoon models can also match current data – the future evolution of the afterglow will
directly distinguish the origin of the emission.
For the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the end of Sun constraint for GW170817 was on 6
December 2017 (∼ 110 rest-frame days post-merger), and we immediately obtained deep obser-
vations in the optical and infrared (see Table 1 and Methods for details of the observations and
reduction). The new images were astrometrically aligned to our earlier epoch HST data in order
to accurately locate the merger site and perform photometry (see Methods). Images of the merger
site in each of our filters are shown in Figure 1. We detect emission at the location of the merger
in the optical F606W and F814W filters (central wavelengths, λcen ∼ 589, 802 nm, respectively).
For the near-IR filters F140W and F160W (λcen ∼ 1392, 1527 nm, respectively) we could not
establish significant detections and so can place only upper limits on the transient flux at these
wavelengths. Optical and near-infrared light curves for the counterpart to GW170817, including
our recent observations, are shown in Figure 2.
A detection in the optical or near-IR at such late times is not expected from the family of
kilonova models currently in use. Indeed, most detailed studies stop at ∼ 30 days where predicted
luminosities correspond to & 30 mag,16, 18 undetectable for even HST. Alternative models of kilo-
nova emission with a slower decay of the light curves17 would nevertheless predict redder emission
than we observe. Initially blue, with Mr,AB−MH,AB ' 0.4 mag at 1.5 days19, GW170817 evolved
to become very red, with MF606W,AB−MF160W,AB = 2.8 mag at 11 days post-merger10, consistent
with optical line blanketing in the lanthanide-rich ejecta. Our late time detections and limits imply
a much bluer colour at 110 days of MF606W,AB−MF160W,AB . 1.5 mag. Such evolution from blue
to red and back to blue is not expected from current kilonova models. We note that this colour is
bluer than that of typical globular clusters, and the source fainter than the majority of them (Figure
4). We consider our detections as being due to the transient and not an underlying source, although
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longer term optical monitoring will rule conclusively (see Supplementary Information).
Instead, we consider our observations in light of the radio and X-ray detections of the non-
thermal GRB afterglow radiation. This synchrotron radiation is produced by relativistic electrons
gyrating in a magnetic field. The electrons in the interstellar medium around the merger may
be accelerated to relativistic velocities by shocks arising from either a collimated, initially ultra-
relativistic jet or a more isotropic, mildly relativistic ‘cocoon’. Early X-ray non-detections made
with the Swift satellite,6 followed by later detections of rising radio and X-ray flux,12, 13, 15 indicate
that either the jet is being viewed off-axis, or that the jet is unable to punch through the dynamical
ejecta from the merger and the cocoon model is correct.13, 14 The continued gradual rise of the radio
flux from 15 to more than 100 days is difficult to reconcile with a classical ‘top-hat’ jet profile
viewed off-axis, which would be expected to have a steeper rise (see Supplementary Information).
A ‘top-hat’ jet has a homogeneous energy distribution within the jet opening angle, which sharply
drops outside the jet. In reality, jets are unlikely to show this morphology and several structured
jet models have been proposed.20, 21 The temporal behaviour of the afterglow light curve from a
decelerating structured jet depends on the specific structure model and viewing angle.22
Here we show that the available radio, optical and X-ray afterglow emission can be well mod-
eled by a relativistic jet with Gaussian structured morphology22, chosen as a simple representation
of a structured jet profile (see Supplementary Information). Model parameters producing good fits
to the data were found using a Monte Carlo implementation, with the posteior parameters distrub-
tions shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. The resulting light curve and spectra at the epochs with the
best observational constraints on the afterglow are shown in Figure 3 in comparison to our model.
The continued rise of the radio and X-ray light curves from early to late times are well reproduced,
and the late-time optical detections, near-IR limits and inferred radio-optical-X-ray spectral energy
distribution we present here are also in good agreement with the model. The model suggests that
the earlier optical and near-IR photometry was completely dominated by the kilonova light, with
the contribution of the afterglow being & 29 mag (see Figure 2). Unlike Ref. 14, where the jet is
choked by the merger ejecta that powers a cocoon of material in the favored model, we find that
the afterglow can be explained by an off-axis viewing angle of an initially highly relativistic jet
with a bulk Lorentz factor Γ ∼ 100. At the observation time the jet is already decelerating and
the components that contribute to the afterglow are less relativistic, Γ . 10. If viewed close to
on-axis, this jet would have an isotropic equivalent energy typical for other short GRBs (see Sup-
plementary Information). Thus, our interpretation does not require the introduction of a new class
of choked-jet events to explain GW170817, and instead makes this event consistent with arising
from the same population of observed on-axis short GRBs.23
While our observations and modelling are consistent with an afterglow arising from a highly
collimated jet, equally, we cannot rule out (or contradict) the existence of a cocoon. The exact
mechanism of how a jet develops it structure is unclear (as is jet formation itself). Ideal magneto-
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hydrodynamic simulations show that neutron star mergers can self-consistently produce jets along
the binary rotation axis.24 In this setting, a jet forms and expands in a centrifugally evacuated
low-density funnel, therefore the jet may not have significant interaction with any ejecta, and may
not result in a cocoon. The jet’s structure in this case would be due to the intrinsic formation
and acceleration mechanism. In nature, however, the jet will likely have to drill through earlier
ejected matter produced by neutrino-driven winds25 and/or shock-heated dynamical ejecta from
the merger. This interaction shapes the structure of the jet. In this scenario, a cocoon will form
that helps collimate the jet,26 and as it emerges from the ejecta it will gain structure due to the
jet-cocoon interaction27.
Existing observations do not allow us to determine the peak time of the afterglow light curve.
However, as long as the ambient density is at least ∼ 10−4 cm−3 (a reasonable estimate, assuming
the merger occurred within the interstellar or circumgalactic medium of the galaxy, and our mod-
elling results, see SI), we expect that emission from the core of the jet will become visible within
at most t ∼ 1 year after the merger and possibly sooner (see Supplementary Information). After
the peak, the light curves across all frequency bands will plateau and then decay as a power law
with an index between −1.1 and −2.1, depending on whether the jet spreads sideways and when
it ceases to be relativistic. This prediction is distinct from the mildly relativistic cocoon model,
which predicts a longer rise and ultimately a shallower decay, as t−0.8. We thus anticipate that it
will be possible to determine the correct model in the near future.
Afterglows from jets with a structure that extends beyond a narrow ‘top-hat’ shaped core can
peak earlier and brighter at modest inclinations, or have an early excess that results in a more grad-
ually rising afterglow, than a purely ‘top-hat’ shaped jet. Therefore they imply an increase in the
rate of orphan afterglows for deep optical surveys, & 23 mag.28 Assuming similar jet parameters
to those estimated for GW170817, we expect short GRBs with energies typical of cosmological
bursts (isotropic equivalent energies & 3 × 1049 erg) to be associated with ∼ 5—15% of binary
neutron star gravitational-wave detections (cf. Ref 27). This accounts for gravitational-wave selec-
tion effects, which moderately favour nearly on-axis sources. The effective opening angle at which
a structured jet such as the one proposed here could be observed at cosmological distances, ∼ 10
degrees, yields a beaming factor of ∼ 100, broadly consistent with that inferred by observations.29
This yields a true estimate of short GRB rates of order 1000 Gpc−3 yr−1, consistent with Galactic
double neutron star observations30 and the rate inferred from GW170817.1
In this model, an observer viewing down the axis of the merger would have observed a short
GRB that is comparable in energy to those typically seen by γ-ray satellites. On the other hand,
an observer at a higher inclination would be in a part of the jet with a lower energy that could
result in a sub-luminous GRB such as the one seen associated with GW170817.31, 32 The range of
jet energies directed toward the observer in structured jets could explain the puzzling diversity in
observed short GRB luminosities.23
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Obs. date Rest-frame epoch Instrument Filter Exp. time AB Mag
(MJD) (days) (s)
58093.007 109.41 WFC3/UVIS F606W 2264 26.40 ± 0.11
58093.074 109.47 WFC3/IR F160W 2397 >25.0
58093.139 109.54 WFC3/UVIS F814W 2400 26.29 ± 0.18
58093.206 109.61 WFC3/IR F140W 4794 >25.3
Table 1: Log of late time HST observations of GW170817. Epochs for observations
are given as time since the gravitational wave signal (correct for the source’s redshift of
z = 0.007983). Magnitudes have been corrected for Galactic extinction using E(B–V) =
0.105 mag. Uncertainties are 1σ and limits in the IR channel are given as 3σ.
Figure 1 Late-time Hubble Space Telescope/Wide Field Camera 3 optical and near-
infrared images of GW170817. The host galaxy, NGC 4993 is shown in F606W (a).
Orientation and linear scale are indicated, as well as the region covered by the zoom-in
panels. The merger site in each filter, as indicated, are shown (b-e). The dashed circles
(radii ' 2.5 × FWHM) are centered on our determined location of GW170817 in each
case. The zoom-in panels have had the underlying galaxy background light subtracted
(see Methods). We find significant detections in F606W and F814W but only upper limits
on the flux in F140W and F160W.
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Figure 2 Optical and near-infrared light curve of GW170817. Multiwavelength light
curves of the counterpart of GW170817 including our new late time measurements. Ground-
based r, i, J and H band filter light curves are shown by blue, orange, green and red
markers respectively. Our late-time results are shown in the colour and marker of the
most similar ground-based photometric filter; near-IR 3σ limits are shown as open down-
ward triangles. Earlier epochs are dominated by kilonova light, however the latest optical
detections are much brighter and bluer than what is expected from kilonova models. The
solid lines, in their respective filter colours, show the results of fitting an exponentially ris-
ing and decaying phenomenological function to the early light curves.33 The dashed line
shows our structured jet afterglow in filter F606W (' r). Error bars indicate 1σ uncer-
tainties. Earlier photometry has been previously published4,5,8,10,11,19,34–36 and was taken
from https://kilonova.space.37
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Figure 3 Light curve and spectra for Gaussian structured jet model. The observed
light curve and spectral energy distribution of the afterglow at radio, optical and X-ray
wavelengths can be described by an off-axis structured jet. a: Model light curves from
our MCMC implementation of the off-axis structured jet model. The thick lines denote the
median light curve from 10000 MCMC samples, with the shaded regions indicating the
16 and 84th percentiles. Overlaid are 3 GHz radio13,14 (brown) and 1 keV X-ray12,15,38,39
(magenta) data on the appropriately coloured light curves. Our HST near-IR F140W flux
limit is shown by an open triangle, with the F140W model light curve in red. Our optical
F814W and F606W detections are denoted by orange square and blue diamond markers,
respectively, again overlaid with the model light curve at these frequencies. b: The model
spectra at 16 days (light grey) and 110 days (dark grey) post-merger with the median and
16 and 84th percentiles indicated as for the light curves. These spectra are compared to
almost contemporaneous radio13,14 and X-ray12,15 data at each of the epochs. Our near-
IR limits and optical detections are also indicated on the 110 day spectrum. Upper limits
are shown as unfilled triangles. Uncertainties shown are 1σ and are smaller than some
markers.
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Methods
Observations and reductions. Observations were taken with Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on-
board Hubble Space Telescope using both UVIS (F606W and F814W) and IR (F140W and F160W)
channels. Each set of exposures was divided into 4 dithered pointings to allow for the use of image
drizzling40 in order to improve the spatial resolution. All processed frames were obtained from the
HST data archive and drizzled to pixel scales of 0.025′′ and 0.07′′ for the UVIS and IR channels,
respectively.
Astrometry and photometry. We determined the location of GW170817 in the images via rela-
tive astrometry using our HST observations taken at earlier epochs.10, 41 Using 20–30 point sources
in common to each pair of images, the geometric transformations achieve an rms ∼ 0.1–0.2 pixels
in each filter. We do not have an early epoch of F140W image, and so this was tied to our ear-
lier F110W image. Since the source lies at a small projected offset from its bright host galaxy,
photometry requires the removal of the galaxy light. In principle this can be done simply by esti-
mating the background light in a small aperture around the source position. However, in order to
subtract the gradient of the galaxy light, we modelled the galaxy as a series of elliptical isophotes
with the IRAF task ellipse. Prior to creating this model, point sources in the images were
masked after automated detection with SExtractor.42 The removal of such sources is required
in order to afford an accurate determination of the galaxy’s underlying surface brightness profile
when constructing the model. This isophotal model was subtracted from our images to yield a
frame in which the galaxy background is removed. Although residuals were present in the in-
ner regions where the morphology of NGC 4993 is complex41, at the location of GW170817 the
background was smoothly subtracted. Aperture photometry was then performed in 0.08 and 0.15′′
radii apertures (for UVIS and IR channels, respectively) using the local background to estimate the
uncertainty and corrected according to the published WFC3 encircled energy curves. Finally we
corrected for Galactic extinction in the direction of NGC 4993 of E(B − V ) = 0.105 mag43 using
an R = 3.1 extinction law.44 As a check of the method, we also made use of publicly available
pre-merger HST imaging in order to perform image subtraction45 to remove the galaxy background
light. Pre-merger imaging is only available in F606W and is shallow (exposure time 696 seconds)
compared to our imaging. After aligning and subtracting this template galaxy image we repeated
our photometry method and found mF606W = 26.44± 0.14 mag. This image subtraction magnitude
is in excellent agreement with our value determined by subtracting an elliptical isophote model as
above (mF606W = 26.40± 0.11 mag), with a larger uncertainty due to the use of the comparatively
noisy template image. We therefore report magnitudes in both F606W and F814W based on the
removal of the model galaxy.
Data Availability The newly-presented HST data are stored in the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes
(https://archive.stsci.edu/hst/) and available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
Code Availability The algorithm for the structured jet model used here is fully described in Ref.22 and the
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MCMC implementation was done via the publicly available emcee46 package (http://dfm.io/emcee/current/).
The specific codes are available upon request to the corresponding author.
Supplementary Information
Optical detections as being due to an underlying, unrelated source. Given the depth of our
observations, and the relative proximity of NGC 4993, the absolute magnitude we are sensitive
to at the location of GW170817 (& −6 mag) probes well down the luminosity function of typical
globular cluster (GC) or young star cluster populations (e.g. the average Galactic GC luminosity
is ∼ −8 mag47). As such we consider the possibility that our detections are due to an unrelated
source. Firstly, we assessed the presence of any offset between our new detections and earlier
HST epoch detections of the kilonova light. We were able to determine a relative astrometric
transformation with a 0.1–0.2 pixels r.m.s. (∼ 2.5 − 5 mas, or ∼ 0.5 − 1 pc at the distance of
NGC 4993). However, owing to the relative faintness of our new detections, our main source of
uncertainty was the centroiding of the source itself. Although this can be estimated as FWHM
2.35×SNR ,
practically we were also subject to uncertainties based on our choice of method to centre the faint
source. The centre uncertainties were ∼ 2 − 3 pc (the uncertainty in the centre of the source
in our earlier epochs was negligible owing to the much higher significance of those detections).
When considering our sources of uncertainty, we find the new sources have no significant offset
from our earlier epoch detections. Secondly, we consider the colour of the new detections. The
source is relatively blue, at F606W−F814W = 0.11 ± 0.21 mag, when compared to GCs, which
typically have ∼ 0.5 mag in the same colour.48, 49 However, the large uncertainty on the colour
of our detection precludes strong statements when comparing to colours of GCs. In Figure 4 we
show the GC population of the nearby elliptical galaxy M87 (DL ' 16.5 Mpc) in comparison to our
detection.50 We also find a lack of other similarly blue sources within NGC 4993 – this is consistent
with the S0 classification and studies showing a lack of recent star-formation in the galaxy.41, 51, 52
Additionally, we note that no source was found in the pre-existing HST imaging of the merger site
in F606W, although these data were shallower in depth than our observations.8, 41, 51 Our F606W
subtraction against the pre-imaging of the galaxy (see Methods) still reveals the source, suggesting
that it was not present in the pre-imaging observations, even at a marginal level, and supports
its interpretation as a transient source Although binary neutron-stars may be dynamically formed
in dense stellar clusters,53 the natal kicks imparted to the neutron stars at birth are significantly
larger than the escape velocity of such clusters (few tens of km s−1). As such, there is no reason to
expect the presence of a stellar cluster underlying the merger site (above that expected for a random
location at similar offset in the host), even in the dynamically-formed scenario. Given the above
arguments and the consistency of our detections with power-law models of the afterglow emission
from radio and X-ray data, we consider that our detections are indeed due to the transient for the
purposes of this study. However, continued long-term optical monitoring of the source alongside
radio and X-ray observations is required to conclusively rule on whether the emission is due to
an unrelated, underlying source. In such case we would not expect any significant change in the
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observed flux, unlike the evolving optical light curve expected for an afterglow model.
Off-axis afterglow constraints.
Here, we summarize the basic constraints that can be placed on the system parameters from the
afterglow model. Our detailed model of a structured jet is presented in the following section.
Observationally, the emission from GW170817 at ∼ 108− 110 days after merger is broadly
described by a spectral power law extending from radio through optical to X-ray frequencies, with
Fν ∝ ν−0.55 to ν−0.6. This spectral slope is consistent with that found from radio and X-ray
observations at earlier times, although the uncertainties at ∼ 15 days after merger are much larger.
A spectral power-law with a slope of −0.55 to −0.6 below the cooling break is consistent with a
GRB afterglow with an electron energy distribution power-law slope p ∼ 2.1 to 2.2.54, 55
This robust power-law spectrum implies that all observational frequencies are within or close
to the range between the synchrotron frequency of minimal energy electrons (which must be below
the radio frequency, νm < 3 GHz) and the cooling frequency (which must be above or not much
below the X-ray frequency, νc & 2.4 × 1017 Hz). However, νm and νc depend on a number of
parameters, including fractions of the internal energy in the electrons e and in the magnetic field
B, and this requirement does not significantly constrain these beyond B . 0.1, e . 0.01.
The lack of a prompt X-ray signature,6 the dimness of the GRB itself,3 and the brightness and
continuing rise of the radio and X-ray afterglow,13–15, 38, 39, 56 indicate any relativistic jet, launched as
part of the merger, is being viewed off-axis. Depending on the jet’s morphology, prompt gamma-
ray signals can be observed even for significantly off-axis events.57 However, the observational
constraints have also been used to argue against the afterglow being due to a jet, instead possi-
bly pointing to a more spherical cocoon of mildly-relativistic material as the source.13, 14, 35, 58 This
cocoon of material would be formed due to interaction between the jet and the ejecta from the
merger. This merger interaction is favoured to have choked the jet in current cocoon interpreta-
tions for GW170817, resulting in no escape of a highly relativistic jet. For binary neutron star
mergers, however, the amount of ejecta is small (a few hundredths of a solar mass was inferred for
GW17081716), with a significant fraction in the binary plane,16, 59–61 away from the polar direction
of the jet. Therefore, it is not clear whether the jet can be choked or power a significant cocoon.27
However, when considering the off-axis jet model, the relatively flat rise of the afterglow
light curve argues against a single ‘top-hat’ jet with sharp edges. A top-hat jet would have a t3
rise before peak luminosity, much steeper than the observed rise which scales at most linearly with
time between ∼ 10 and ∼ 100 days after the merger. This argument has already been made on
other grounds, such as the GRB itself: the relatively short delay time between the gravitational-
wave signal and the GRB is inconsistent with moderately off-axis viewing unless the gamma-rays
are emitted at very small radii, and the relationship between the observed gamma-ray flux and
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typical photon energies point to a relatively low-energy portion of the outflow being directed at the
observer31 (cf. Ref. 62).
Whether the jet angular energy distribution is a top-hat or a Gaussian, as we consider in the
following section, the observed flux will peak at a time when the observer located at angle θobs
off-axis will be able to see the jet from the energetic on-axis core, i.e., when the jet core’s Lorentz
factor drops to Γ ∼ 1/θobs. If the jet does not expand sideways, the light curve peaks at
tpeak ≈ 160
( n
10−4 cm−3
)−1/3( EK
1050 erg
)1/3(
θobs
20 deg
)2(
θobs
θ0
)2/3
days , (1)
where EK is the total explosion energy of the system, n is the ambient density, and θ0 is the initial
jet core opening angle. This can be expressed in terms of the isotropic-equivalent energy of the jet
core, E0 = 2EK/θ20, as
tpeak ≈ 420
( n
10−4 cm−3
)−1/3( E0
3× 1052 erg
)1/3(
θobs
20 deg
)8/3
days . (2)
Here, we used fiducial values corresponding to the maximum isotropic-equivalent energy
of observed on-axis GRBs and close to minimal halo ambient density63. The maximum allowed
inclination angle based on gravitational-wave data, the most recent Hubble constant measurements
from the Dark Energy Survey, and the known redshift of the host galaxy NGC 4993 is θobs ≤ 28◦ at
90% confidence.1, 64. Using this maximum observing angle extends the afterglow peak to ∼ 1000
days.64 Numerical simulations indicate that the light curves could peak somewhat later than in the
analytical treatment.65 On the other hand, it has been suggested55 that these expressions should use
∆θ ≡ θobs − θ0, the angle by which the observer is outside the jet core, in lieu of θobs, reducing
the peak time. Therefore, we conclude that the light curve should reach the peak within ∼ 1 year
after the merger. Subsequently, the light curve from the post-jet-break off-axis jet will decay as
t−p ∼ t−2.1 if the jet expands sideways65 or more slowly, as ∼ t3(1−p)/4−3/4 ∼ t−1.6 if it does not.66
The light curve decay will flatten to ∼ t−1.1 when the jet becomes non-relativistic 67, 68 and the
outflow transitions to a Sedov-Taylor solution; it may therefore never reach the steeper t−1.6 – t−2.1
decline if this transition happens soon after the peak. This is in contrast to the cocoon model, where
there would be a longer continued rise and shallower decay afterwards, as t3(1−p)/4 ∼ t−0.8 in the
relativistic regime, consistent with near-spherical ejecta.55 Continued monitoring of the source to
very late times will distinguish between the two scenarios.
The structured jet afterglow model. Here we consider a Gaussian structured jet as a model for
the afterglow of GW170817; further details of the model are given in Ref 22. The energy per solid
angle and Γ0 − 1, where Γ0 ≡ Γ(t = 0) is the bulk Lorentz factor in the coasting phase before
deceleration, vary with angle from the central axis as ∝ e−θ2/2θ20 . Here θ is the angle from the
central axis and θ0 is the angular scale that defines the jet core. Note that this corresponds to a low
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Lorentz factor for the portion of the jet directed toward the observer, which would therefore likely
be opaque to prompt gamma rays with a synchrotron origin from the dissipation radius62; this may
indicate a shallower Lorentz factor distribution across the jet or that the gamma rays are emitted at
the photosphere. The minimum Lorentz factor for producing the gamma ray energy, considering
emission from material travelling towards an observer, is Γ ∼ 8 [ref. 69], resulting in the gamma
rays being beamed into an emission cone with an angle ∼ 7◦. In this case the dissipation radius
would not be sufficiently below the photosphere to supress the emission of the gamma-rays. The
observed prompt emission could therefore have been viewed off-axis from the slower and less
energetic wider component of a structured jet or, alternatively, may have been produced by another
mechanism such as the breakout of a shock produced by the jet’s passage through the dynamical
ejecta.
The numerical model splits the jet into a number of segments with a solid angle Ω. The flux
contribution from each segment is calculated for an observer at an angle i from that segment’s
central axis. For an on-axis observer the segment flux is
Fν(t) = (Lν/4piD
2
L)(Ω/Ωe), (3)
where Lν is the luminosity, DL the luminosity distance, and Ωe = max[Ω, ΩΓ]. Here ΩΓ =
2pi(1−cos[1/Γ(θ, t)]) with t the time after deceleration. The flux from each of these small segments
can be treated as a point source. For an off-axis observer at an inclination θobs from the jet central
axis, or i from an individual jet segment, the flux becomes Fν(t, i) = a3Fν/a(at, i = 0), where
a = δ(i)/δ(i = 0) < 1, δ is the relativistic Doppler factor [Γ(1− β cos i)]−1, and β ≡ √1− Γ−2.
There are a number of free parameters in the model, and the data do not constrain a unique so-
lution. To assess the best fitting model, and degeneracies between parameters, we use an MCMC46
implementation of the model. Our prior ranges are uniform (uniform in log where the log of the
value is shown in Figure 5) over reasonable parameter values, guided by external considerations
based on observations of GRB samples29, 63 as well as constraints on the inclination from the GW
and electromagnetic signals. The ensemble MCMC run consisted of 300 walkers taking 10000
steps. In Figure 5 we show the corner plot for our MCMC results. Our best fitting parameters
are shown in Table 2. We note the bulk Lorentz factor of the jet is completely unconstrained in
this model, and we can only state that we require Γ0 > 60; models with low values of Γ0 fail to
reproduce the observations at ∼ 10 − 20 days due to the longer deceleration time-scale for low-Γ
outflows. The GW signal constrained the merger to be inclined < 55 degrees1, with a combined
GW and electromagnetic constraint at 90% confidence of < 28 degrees64, although we note this
value is dependent on the choice of H0. Our inclination of 29.5+5.9−7.4 degrees is in good agreement
with these constraints. The energy is consistent with that seen for cosmological GRBs, where a
third of the short GRB population has an isotropic jet kinetic energy larger than ∼ 1052 erg,63
the micro-physical parameters εB and εe are comfortably in the expected range,70 and the ambient
density is reasonable for the location of GW170817 within the host galaxy.71
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We show in Figure 3 of the main text our structured jet model constructed from the median of
our posterior resultant light curves and include a shaded region that indicates the range of diversity
in the light curves for the parameter distributions. The light curve and spectra were extracted at
∼ 16 and∼ 110 days to be roughly contemporaneous with the available afterglow data. The model
spectra at ∼ 16 days is a single power law with an index ∼ −0.56, however a break due to the
cooling frequency can be seen at ∼ 3× 1017 Hz. At 16 days, radio, optical and X-ray emission is
between the synchrotron characteristic frequency, which must be < 3 × 109 Hz, and the cooling
frequency. At∼ 110 days, a break at∼ 3× 1016 Hz indicates the passage of the cooling frequency
through the X-ray band. The index below the break is −0.56 and above the break ∼ −1.06.
The first break in the model light-curve is the jet deceleration time for an off-axis observer,
t ∝ E1/30 n−1/3Γ−8/30 a−1, where before the break the flux is ∝ t3 and the jet is assumed not to
expand sideways. A higher jet core Lorentz factor moves this break to earlier times. Each jet
component will have a beaming angle equal to a given angle i at post-merger time
t ∝ E1/30 n−1/3i8/3 for an on-axis observer, θobs = 0, or at a factor a−1 = (1−β cos i)/(1−β) ∼ 2
of the on-axis time for an off-axis observer at an inclination i = Γ−1. Here E0 = 2EKθ−20 is the
isotropic equivalent jet kinetic energy of the component, and n is the ambient number density. For
wider jet components with a low Lorentz factor, emission can be beamed towards an observer be-
fore the jet starts to decelerate. After this time, flux from the more energetic and faster components
is beamed towards the observer.
We do not yet know when the emission will reach its peak; a ‘top-hat’ jet with the core
parameters of the Gaussian jet model and without lateral expansion or limb brightening, would
yield a peak at ∼ 260 days for an observer at the model inclination of θobs = 29.5◦. Lateral
expansion will reduce the peak time, while significant limb brightening will add to the flux after
the peak for off-axis observers. The late time flux decline approaches the ‘on-axis’ post jet-break
flux, for our parameters, without sideways expansion, as ∝ t−1.6. At very late times when the
jet becomes non-relativistic the decline will transition from the steep Blandford-McKee solution
to a Sedov-Taylor solution, t−1.1. At this point the receding counter-jet will become observable,
resulting in a bump in the afterglow decline. Late-time, ∼ 2 years post-merger, radio observations
may be able to reveal this feature.
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Figure 4 Colour-magnitude diagram of GW170817 at late times and globular clus-
ters of M87. We consider the possibility that our late-time detections are due to an un-
derlying globular cluster. The optical colour of our detection of GW170817 (blue, large
marker) appears bluer than the globular cluster population of early type galaxies (shown
here for M87, small dark markers), although our large uncertainty on the colour means
it cannot be significantly distinguished from a population of globular cluster colours. Un-
certainties shown for GW170817 are 1σ. The globular cluster data50 have been trimmed
to show only those with a 1σ uncertainty in F606W – F814W of < 0.1 mag – individual
uncertainty bars are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 5 MCMC posterior distributions for a Gaussian structured jet model. The
parameter estimates for the structured jet model were found using an MCMC implemen-
tation fitting to the available multi-wavelength data. The parameter descriptions and units
are given by the corresponding notation in Table 2. Contours are used to denote the
densest regions of the parameter space for each pair of parameters. For each parameter
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Model Parameter Description Value
E0 Isotropic equivalent kinetic energy 1.26+3.75−1.01× 1052 erg
Γ0 Initial bulk Lorentz factor 180.1+80.1−82.7
n Ambient density 0.40+2.76−0.35× 10−2 cm−3
εe Electron energy fraction 1.0+3.0−0.8× 10−2
εB Magnetic field energy fraction 0.8+3.2−0.7× 10−2
p Electron energy distribution 2.11+0.02−0.02
θ0 Opening angle of jet core 5.5+1.6−1.6 deg
θobs Observing angle 29.5+5.9−7.4 deg
DL Luminosity distance 41 Mpc
Table 2: Parameters for Gaussian structured jet. Best model parameters and their
uncertainty correspond to the 16, 50 and 84th percentile on the MCMC posterior distribu-
tions of the parameters. The values for E0 and Γ0 are the point values for the centre of
the jet core. Some of the parameters are significantly correlated, and some are largely
unconstrained by current data; e.g., the bulk Lorentz factor is only constrained to Γ0 ≥ 60
and thus the mean value and uncertainty are driven almost entirely by our prior range.
The value of DL was fixed based on other electromagnetic observations.
the 16, 50 and 84th percentiles of the distributions are indicated on the histograms; we
take these as our best model values and uncertainties.
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